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its not the only vk community at the centre of paedophile material. videos of young girls in bikinis ,
simulators of fighting games , and videos of young girls being hit in the face with tea pots are freely

passed around its long list of discussion threads. because vk is such a hub of paedophile content,
one of the videos recommended by youtube was of a 15-year-old girl playing in the garden with her

mother. a video depicting a young girl playing in a car park had youtube recommend it. one
comment on the video deemed the girl to be attractive. one of the videos recommended by

youtubes search bar was of a little girl, who, like other videos of young girls playing in the garden,
has made a few comments on the videos and even has a few followers. a friend called alex, who had

watched one of the videos, was shocked when he saw that a number of its comments included
timestamps for children in sexual poses and depictions of children having sex with adults. i looked at
the comments because i thought that if theyre posting about children, it means theyre children. but i

realised a lot of the comments were from adult men. ive seen comments on people dying and ive
seen comments that looked like they were written by children, but they werent. alex is reluctant to
provide more detail about the contents of the videos because he feels intimidated by the possibility
of being caught. but he eventually agreed to tell us about one of the videos he watched, which he
thought would be a good example. he told us the video was of a small child wearing a hijab and a
niqab. the video begins with the young girl gazing into the camera before playing. shethen moves
away from the camera and, sometime later, walks towards it, stretches herself out into an x-shape

and returns back to the centre of the room.
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similarly, videos on some channels include names of famous musicians and stars. in one video from
a nicki minaj channel, a girl, dressed in a school uniform, plays on the lawn at one of the singer's

recording studios with a large amount of money paid by youtube to make it appear to be a paying
customer playing on the grass. critics have argued that since we cant be sure that the singer is

aware of the videos her content is being used for, its not clear whether she has consented to them
being used in this way. youtube has argued that nicki minaj, despite being famous, is just as
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unknown as anyone else. her videos, it says, are being recommended because they are popular. the
top-grossing non-paid channel, which has amassed more than 745,000 subscribers and now receives

more than seven million visitors a day, features videos of children and young teenagers. the girl
featured in these videos is part of an online community dedicated to challenging what they see as a
lack of justice in the us criminal justice system. "there are more than 300,000 cases of people that
have ended up in prison unjustly", one commenter on one video said. "people like these are to be

used as examples of how people are thrown in the wrong place". they also told the girl on the videos
where she and her friends could get a discount to go to the movies. earlier this year, one participant,

known as rinal, told the girl to "stop being lazy and get up out of that bed and brush your teeth".
facebook and twitter are also being used by paedophiles to gain access to children and teenagers. in
one video, a boy offers to buy new clothes for the girl to wear for a concert. in another, two boys ask

one of their friends if he's ever had any sex, and go on to discuss what they and their friends had
done the previous weekend. 5ec8ef588b
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